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Colonial and Post-Colonial Rhetorics of South African Zoo Architecture 
  

NB. This paper’s focus reflects it having been written for an architecture conference. 

 
Abstract 
The Ghanaian philosopher, Kwasi Wiredu described contemporary Africans as living 

‘in a cultural flux characterized by a confused interplay between an indigenous 
cultural heritage and a foreign cultural legacy of a colonial origin.’1 In South Africa 

the situation is even more complex (as indeed is the meaning of ‘indigenous’). The 
self-styled ‘Rainbow Nation’ has a lengthy history of contestation and occupation that 

began around 500CE with the displacement of indigenous San peoples (formerly 

known as ‘bushmen’) by Bantu tribes from the north. A thousand years later landings 
by Portuguese navigators, such as Bartolomeu Diaz led to the establishment of 

coastal supply depots. Portuguese traders were followed by Protestant refugees from 
the Netherlands, France and Germany, who eventually became the ethno-linguistic 

group known as Afrikaners. In the late seventeen hundreds Britain annexed the Cape 
of Good Hope and extended the colony into what is now the Eastern Cape, acts 

which over the next century initiated ten Frontier Wars and two Anglo-Boer Wars. 
British rule ended in 1947 and the Afrikaner Nationalist Party introduced the 

Apartheid policy of separate racial development, which lasted until 1994 when South 

Africans elected their first non-white government.  
 

Elsewhere in the world the nineteenth (and later) architectural history of zoological 
gardens contains much that might be uncritically described as the construction of 

whimsical display spaces for animals, but in South Africa it reflects shifting narratives 
of power that illustrate the strong relationship between post-colonial theory and the 

emergent field of critical animal studies. The following account will draw on both 
disciplines to demonstrate how South Africa’s contested histories are evidenced in 

the architectural rhetoric of its zoos.  
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 Wredu, (1995) cited in Abusabib 2008:140 
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Mark Haywood, African Habitat, 2008 

 

Colonial and Post-Colonial Rhetorics of South African Zoo Architecture  
 
The zoological garden was a nineteenth century metropolitan phenomenon that emerged 
alongside other civic institutions such as public art galleries, libraries and museums. All can be 
critiqued as heterotopias, a term coined by Foucault in his seminal essay, Des Espace Autres (Of 
Other Spaces). He defined a heterotopia as „a kind of effectively enacted utopia in which, all the 
other real sites that can be found within the culture, are simultaneously represented, contested, 
and inverted.‟

2
 Foucault‟s examples included gardens and prisons, but rather surprisingly, given 

his interest in „otherness‟ and incarceration omitted zoological gardens.
3
 Nevertheless the zoo is 

doubly heterotopic for, unlike the library or museum, it comprises two forms of collection - one 
animal, the other architectural.  
 
Since Foucault‟s time the history of European and North American zoos has been well 
documented. By contrast little consideration has been given to the colonial, or post-colonial zoo. 
However my researches have focused on two significant differences: firstly as a visual artist I 
have studied the presentation of indigenous African animals in African zoos, and secondly over 
the course of this work, I became aware of some of the conflicting cultural histories reflected in 
the architecture used to frame these animal displays. 
 
Nineteenth century imperial European zoo buildings had a wide range of styles that often 
combined exotic references to the architecture of an animal‟s country of origin with elements of 
fantasy. A second common trope was whimsical ur-architecture deemed appropriate to the 
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 Foucault, 1967 

3
 In Discipline and Punish (1975) Foucault did discuss Le Vaux's royal menagerie at Versailles, but in the context of the 

building being a possible inspiration for the Panopticon, not as an example of a heterotopia.  
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display of „wild beasts‟.  English zoos often favoured rural Gothic revival because in the previous 
century architectural historians had patriotically rewritten the Vitruvian origins of their field, 
replacing Italianate (and Popish) Classicism with the indigenous style of northern Europe. 
 

 
Left: Decimus Burton‟s Elephant Stables, London Zoo, Natural History and Views of London, 
1835. Right: Anthony Salvin, Elephant and Rhinoceros House, London Zoo, Illustrated London 
News, 1869. 
 
By contrast until very recently references to native architecture were almost entirely absent from 
South African zoos, and instead conflicting colonial narratives functioned as ur-architecture. The 
omission is unlikely to been because Bantu architecture was insufficiently exotic, but instead 
resembles the lacuna of the colonial gaze as evidenced in nineteenth century painters who 
portrayed colonial landscapes empty of indigenous inhabitants and awaiting occupation. 
 
South Africa‟s first zoo was Groote Schuur, on the slopes of Table Mountain, high above Cape 
Town; it began as the private menagerie of arch Anglo-imperialist Cecil Rhodes, the self-styled 
„Lion of Africa‟ and at its centre was the lion cage. However this military emplacement cum 
amphitheatre (below) dates from 1931, though as will be evidenced below, its rusticated 
stonework resembles that of many earlier local zoo buildings. Rhodes‟ protégé Herbert Baker 
(who with Lutyens later became the architectural shaper of the British Empire) had been 
commissioned to design a far grander edifice, but this was never realised due to lack of funds.  
 

Lion house at the abandoned Groote Schuur Zoo, 2007. photo, Gavin Younge. 
 
Baker‟s drawings are in the University of Cape Town archive and suggest his starting point was 
Elmslie‟s Carnivora Terrace at London Zoo. Baker initially envisaged a neoclassical structure with 
observation towers at each corner so spectators could look down on lions pacing between 
Corinthian colonnades. Gradually his design became more muscular, and closer to the imperial 
rhetoric that eventually emerged in the monumental stone lions, lions‟ head gargoyles and 
substantial Tuscan columns of Baker‟s 1912 Rhodes Memorial, which stands nearby. 
 
In September 1899, a month before the start of the Second Anglo-Boer War, a Dutchman, Dr Jan 
Gunning visited Rhodes‟ menagerie to study it with a view to establishing a zoo in Pretoria (the 
then capital of the independent Boer republic). Rhodes unexpectedly offered the fledgling „enemy‟ 
zoo a lioness from his private collection. However when Gunning returned to Pretoria he found 
his new acquisition was already being referred to as the „British Lion‟ and he soon received a 
telegram from Boer President, Paul Kruger ordering the lion be returned to Cape Town. (van den 
Berg, 2000:24) Three years later with the Boers defeated and Kruger in exile, Rhodes‟ lion 
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returned to Pretoria and was housed in an English military style, rusticated stone lion house 
similar to this one. 
 

 

 
The Old Elephant House, National Zoological Gardens, Pretoria. photos, M Haywood. 

 

The Old Lion House, Johannesburg Zoo. photo, M Haywood. 
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Old and new Elephant Houses, National Zoological Gardens, Pretoria. photos, M Haywood. 

 
Despite this early triumph of the British lion, elsewhere in what is now the National Zoological 
Gardens, a different colonial narrative predominates. The Afrikaners‟ ur-architecture was 
eighteenth century Cape Dutch that originated a thousand miles south of Pretoria.  
 
Behind the Old Elephant House stands the present one, which dates from the Apartheid era and 
seems an uneasy mix of military silo and giant rondavel. However but despite there being a 
similar building at Johannesburg Zoo, its inspiration was not local, but the first modernist elephant 
house, designed in 1935 by the Russian Constructivist, Berthold Lubetkin for London‟s 
Whipsnade Zoo. Bataray and Hardouin-Fugier (2004:258) record its dimensions as „based on the 
movement of elephants who, when deprived of space walk endlessly in circles. … research had 
suggested there was no point in building large enclosures for large pachyderms because their 
movement always fell into small repetitive patterns.‟  

 
Left: Entrance to NZG, Pretoria. Right: Afrikaans Language Monument, Paarl. 
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The rondavel inspired gatehouses of the original 1903 entrance to Pretoria‟s National ZG were a 
rare colonial era reference to indigenous African architecture (albeit it in brick and tile). During 
Apartheid they were replaced by the present entrance, which employs the Nationalist 
totalitarianism of Jan van Wyk‟s 1975 Afrikaans Language Monument at Paarl. Both reflect the 
Pretoria School of Architecture‟s mid-century rejection of le Corbusier in favour of Niemeyer 
(Stauch, 1985:61). This rightwing South Africa/Communist Brazilian axis seems an unlikely 
conjunction, but they shared a common sense of nation and the ideological identification of 
architecture with national landscape.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Viewing station, Lowveld Enclosure, 
National Zoological Gardens, Pretoria. 
Photo: M Haywood. 
 
 

Pretoria ranks among the top urban zoos because it pioneered a historic shift from buildings that 
housed animals for display, to ones from which humans observe animals. The 1938 Lowveld 
Enclosures were created from indigenous bush on the edge of the Zoo and were the largest in 
the the world, each being about an acre in size. To see while not being seen is the strategy of the 
hunter, whether s/he be using a gun or a camera. The viewing stations above the Enclosures 
were modelled on the nineteenth century military observation posts that still dot the South African 
landscape. However in the NZG‟s contemporary viewing towers military references have been 
superceded by ones to game reserves (direct experience of which lie beyond the means of most 
urban Africans). 
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In the 19th century African animals were exported to the urban zoos of Europe, but today 
European tourists experience African wildlife in what remains of its natural environment, whilst 
urban Africans are replacing their traditional understandings of indigenous animals with ones 
gleaned from educational visits to the zoo and television documentaries.  It therefore seems apt 
that the contemporary viewing station at Johannesburg Zoo pictured overleaf appears to combine 
the two as audiences view zoo animals from seats in darkened rooms whose panoramic windows 
resemble cinema screens.  
  

 
Mark Haywood, Lion Watching in Africa, 2009 

 
But what might the exterior of a post-colonial, post-modern zoo building look like?  Although 
common in European zoos since the nineteenth century as tropes of the exotic, here only recently 
have lapa thatch and rondavel pastiche become acceptable forms of ur-architecture with which to 
replace those of the colonial era. Previously a rarity, in the post-colonial era the rondavel has 
already become a tediously ubiquitous, all-purpose solution to zoo building.  
 
 

 
 

Some recent buildings at the Johannesburg Zoo.  

Left: rondavel lavatory (with polar bear mural); centre: antelope stable; right: rhinoceros rondavel 
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A more interesting strategy is repackaging, for South African architectural history can now be re-
written, or rather appropriated through low budget hybridisation. as in the uneasy fusion of 
Afrikaner Cape Dutch gable and Ndbele decoration below.  
 

 
Former Bear House, NZG, Pretoria, built 1911. 

 
Sadly post-colonial hybridity has a far drearier and more pervasive aspect as the homogeny of 
suburbia and shopping mall spread into the wildlife edutainment environment. The new perimeter 
wall at Johannesburg Zoo is drawing criticism from the local architectural community on account 
of its visual opacity and gated community style

4
 (though these are in keeping with its fortified 

suburban neighbours). Johannesburg Zoo‟s original bear-pit seemed derived from a seventeenth 
century menagerie, but their latest bear enclosure has stuccoed walls and glass doors like of a 
contemporary suburban patio. Of course suburbia began in late nineteenth century England as 
imitation rural communities centred on village greens; in this present day quasi-suburban setting, 
the sequence of bear avatar, bear information board and more distant, real, but unknowable bear 
„other‟, aptly resemble the precessional stages of Baudrilllard‟s simulacra he claims have 
distanced us from the „natural‟. 
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 Johannesburg Zoo: Fort Ranchero Style – Outrage or Outcome http://architectafrica.com/bin0/news200369Z00.html 

[avail. 9/7/08] 

http://architectafrica.com/bin0/news200369Z00.html
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Mark Haywood, The Three Bears, 2007 
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Unlike humans, animals do not have history, there is only the history of our relationship to them. I 
have outlined a historical succession of architectural rhetorics associated with the incarceration 
and display of „wild‟ animals. However zoo architecture is merely concrete (or stuccoed) 
testimony to our inability to provide natural habitats for such animals in locations convenient for 
urbanites. In Johannesburg and Pretoria Zoos former cramped elephant houses are now used for 
other purposes. Perhaps we can only enjoy such buildings when they no longer serve their 
original purpose and their residual wealth of whimsical charm, fantasy, or sheer wackiness be 
appreciated as their architects intended. 
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